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Abstract 

We report near-infrared (0.7-2.5 µm) spectra for each 
of the six target asteroids of the forthcoming NASA 
Discovery-class mission Lucy [1]. Five Trojan 
asteroids of Jupiter (the binary (617) Patroclus 
system, (3548) Eurybates, (21900) Orus, (11351) 
Leucus, and (15094) Polymele) are well-
characterized (sufficient signal-to-noise to 
distinguish differences between all objects), and a 
course survey-quality spectrum was collected for 
main belt asteroid (52246) Donaldjohanson. Our 
observations of Patroclus and Eurybates are 
consistent with previous reported results [2,3]. The 
surface compositions of these asteroids are 
unconstrained due to the lack of absorption features 
in the spectra. We apply radiative transfer modeling 
using Hapke formalism [4] for a variety of 
compositional endmembers, performing a thorough 
investigation of model parameter space. We find that 
the linear spectrum and low albedo of Patroclus 
imply a statistically distinct composition when 
compared to the other Lucy targets. Models for 
Eurybates are consistent with a hydrated surface that 
can accommodate up to ~5% water ice (by weight). 
Models for D-type asteroids Orus and Leucus are 
consistent with each other and require a significantly 
increased content of a reddening agent (e.g. iron-rich 
silicates or tholin-like organics) when compared with 
Patroclus. Polymele has similar spectral slopes as 
Patroclus, but a higher albedo more closely aligned 
with Orus/Leucus/Eurybates, defying simple 
grouping.  

 

 

 

Figure 1: Near-infrared (0.75-2.5 µm) spectra of all 
six asteroid targets of the Lucy mission obtained 
using the SpeX instrument on the NASA Infrared 
Telescope Facility (IRTF) on Mauna Kea, Hawai’i. 
Conversion from relative reflectance to geometric 
albedo was performed by scaling to visual albedos as 
reported by NEOWISE [5,6,7]. The conversion was 
performed by extending observed linear slopes from 
0.7-1.3 µm to the bandpass reported by NEOWISE. 
Relative uncertainties in our spectra are given by the 
black error bars, the uncertainties of the NEOWISE 
measurements (corresponding to a vertical translation 
of our data) are given by the magenta shaded regions. 
The gray bars indicate the location and extent of the 
atmospheric water bands. 
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Figure 2: Top: Comparison of our spectrum of C-
type Trojan Eurybates with a hydrated model 
including water ice (W), Tagish Lake (Tag), and 
magnetite (Mag). Middle: Fit residuals scaled to 
observational uncertainties. Bottom: Hapke fit 
parameter distributions as a function of effective 
grain size. The neutral slope of Eurybates closely 
matches that of a combination of Tagish and 
magnetite for a wide range of large grain sizes 
beginning near 130 µm. We find that as much as ~5 
wt. % water ice is consistent with our data across a 
variety of models, with increasing allowances at 
higher grain sizes which suppresses absorption bands. 
This is consistent with the usage of kerogen and 
amorphous carbon as different darkening agents. The 
inclusion of water ice modestly improves fits near 2.2 
µm vs. two component models. 
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